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THE PROMISE OF HELIOSPHERIC IMAGING

• Direct tracking of CMEs “should” yield precise arrival times, 
from images close to arrival.

- (e.g., terrestrial satellite hurricane tracking)

• Imaging CME front propagation from outside the Earth-Sun 
line should reveal the exact location of the front as it 
approaches.

UK Met office goals: 
±4 hours, 12 hours ahead
±2 hours, 4 hours ahead



Imaging the Heliosphere - pathfinders

Helios (1974 – 1982)
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Movie: UCSD/CASS



Imaging the Heliosphere - pathfinders
Coriolis/SMEI (2003 – 2011)

Jackson et al., 2004; 2010

• Flew at 800km altitude 
• 3 quasi-linear detectors
• Once-per-orbit scan of full sky
• Discovered high-altitude aurora! 

(>700km)
• Imaged CMEs across the full sky

Movie: Courtesy UCSD/CASS



STEREO/SECCHI (2006-present)

DeForest, Howard & McComas 2013, ApJ 769, 43;   graphic overlays: GSFC visualization team

Imaging the Heliosphere - pathfinders

First quantitative imaging of CMEs & structure from Sun to Earth



The tantalizing limits of stereoscopy

Tracking with STEREO is underwhelming for prediction…

±8-12 hours without STEREO (with/without WSA/ENLIL)

±6 hours with STEREO in ideal position

Various results (studies led by Colaninno, Mays, Rollett, 
Millward, Shi, Webb…): expected arrival error is 6-10 hours 
with stereoscopy.

Adding more data can make predictions worse (L.B. poster).



Why doesn’t stereoscopy help (much)?

Earth

Sun

CME
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• Different lines of sight give 
different locations for the 
“front” of a shock or CME. 

• CME shape couples to 
inferred location and 
speed. 

• This adds uncertainty to 
forecast times, even when 
stereoscopy is available



Evolving CME envelopes

• Different CME shapes 
yield different view angles 
for the same location. 

• Envelopes evolve during 
propagation 

• Motion blur in HI-1 (some) 
and HI-2 (a lot) obscures 
detail, limiting observation 
to the overall envelope 

(Image courtesy L. Barnard)



Thomson scattering yields 3-D info

Light comes in...

...and shakes the electron...
... which  

re-radiates.
Out-of-plane

polarization (B⟂)
In-plane

polarization (B||)

B = B⟂ + B||

pB = B⟂ - B||

Unpolarized brightness:

Polarized brightness:



Unambiguous 3-D location at wide angles

DeForest, Howard & Tappin 2013a

= (re2 / 2)  1−cos2χ  = σt sin2 χ(             )σpB = σ⊥-σ∥ 
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Coronagraphic demonstration: CME location

• COR2 measurements reveal 
out-of-plane structure of 3-
part CMEs

• Chirality is accessible to 
direct analysis with current 
synoptic images.



Substructure polarized imaging
resolves chirality and aids Bz prediction



Short exposures & high resolution

• Current imagers are limited by motion blur.
- Shorter exposures yield better resolution
- STEREO/HI2 is not photon limited! (10x shorter exposures are possible)

- Short-exposure campaign in planning now

Model 2-hr exposure Model 12-min exposure



Fields of  View
• Goal: 10°-60° from Sun covers 

all Earth-relevant events
• (Minimum: 15°-50°)

• L1: symmetric 50° wide FOVs 
(east & west) required

• L5: single 50° wide FOV 
required

• These FOVs are covered 
adequately with TRL-8 lens 
systems & STEREO-derived 
baffles.

L5

L1
Earth Sun



L1-L5 synergy

• L1: measures flanks and width 
of Earth-directed CMEs

• L5: measures “leading edge” of 
Earth-directed CMEs 

• Both: measure specific 
substructure location & 
chirality

L5

L1
Earth Sun



Summary

• Heliospheric imaging has not yet lived up to its promise for 
space weather prediction.

• The limitations are geometric and well understood.

• Polarized imaging overcomes the most severe limitations.

• Higher resolution is possible using lessons from STEREO. 

• 3-D substructure imaging will both improve arrival time 
prediction and aid Bz prediction.

• ~50° FOV dioptric instruments (TRL-8) are suitable.


